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The dog days of summer are here and the heat isnâ€™t the only thing oppressing the populace in

Whisper Cove. No, it seems that feelings â€“ the big L-word, to be exact â€“ are weighing heavily on

Harper Harlow and Jared Monroe. Both halves of Whisper Coveâ€™s favorite couple are both

desperate and terrified to say it.Personal issues are hastily shoved aside when a boat slams into the

beach during a violent storm and Jared and Harper are on hand to help the injured mother and

father, as well as their confused daughter, Hayley. Harper and Hayley instantly bond and when the

girl admits to hearing voices on the deck before the boat mishap, the event turns from an accidental

tragedy to something more nefarious.During her conversations with the traumatized child, Harper

starts to suspect that something paranormal visited the boat the night of the wreck. She believes a

legendary Whisper Cove ghost â€“ one sheâ€™s never had the privilege of seeing herself â€“ bore

witness to the truth.Harper is determined to find out what caused the boat crash â€“ and exactly who

is threatening young Hayleyâ€™s future â€“ and sheâ€™s taking the entire motley crew with her for

what sheâ€™s certain will be a bumpy ride.For his part, Jared is doing his best to hold things

together and maintain order, but when Harper puts herself in danger without worrying about the

ramifications he knows itâ€™s time to put his foot down.Hold on for adventure, because Harper and

Jared about to track down a ghost from the past in hopes of securing one girlâ€™s present and

future. Along the way they might put their own destiny in danger when a killer sets his sights on

Harper â€¦ and Jared is determined to risk everything â€“ including himself â€“ to protect her.
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I'm always ready for the next Harper Harlow story. Harper is knee deep in , murder, water, and

romance. When Harper and Jared come to the rescue of a ship wreck this story start it's convoluted

path. As always Zander is in the middle of the action with boyfriend Shawn. I was ready to smack

Tina and shake Jared. Harper and Jared took their relationship up a notch, and the mystery of the

wreck, the bodies, and the ghosts played out and kept me interested from the start. My only criticism

is with a writing tick I've found in all of this author's books. The dialogue has this thing. Example

"I...well" or "I..." used to distraction. Maybe it's supposed to show an emphasis in the speech, but

the redundancy is annoying.

Ghostly Wrecks was so good I absolutely couldn't put it down! I love Harper & Zander. I constantly

found myself laughing out loud at some of their antics! Lily Harper Hart's book are so very addictive.

They have suspense, humor, & romance all rolled into one entertaining package! Can't wait for the

next installment as Harper & Jared take their relationship to the next level.

I've always been happy to receive the newest book in this normally enjoyable series. However.... I'm

only through 4 chapters and so utterly bored and disgusted with the "jerk of the book" herein that I'm

abandoning the book for others. MIGHT pre-order the next one, might not. Really poor choice of

conflict here. Two stars are generous.

I like this series but the cutesy crap is getting on my nerves. It's like Harper is so cute Jared can't

get mad at her it's annoying. She does things regardless if it gets her hurt Jared might get a back

bone for a minute then caves. Zander is usually hilarious but not so much in this one. Idk if I'll keep

reading but this "miss a beat" and deadpan is getting on my nerves it's annoying leave it out!

I enjoy all the characters! Love Harper and Zander and the deep seated emotions between them.

This mystery is about a shipwreck that seems to lead to murder, mob, and ghosts. I am hoping that



the muse continues with Lily Harper. I have always read ghost stories and this always have a happy

ending and no ghosts victimizing some poor character. Recommended!!

I love the characters, the dialogue, and the plots of this entire series. Hart writes intriguing and

hilarious mysteries, and I am a huge fan of this series, as well as the others. I can hardly wait to find

the answers to the questions Harper has for Jack.. I know they will lead to another fascinating

book.Looking forward to reading more...

I just enjoy the heck out of the characters and I love ghost novels like these.Yep, I'd recommend this

series and I absolutely do not have a single criticism.Now to go look for the next one. ;-)

Love Harper and Jared . They make a good team both with solving any mystery and in the romance

area . Along with her best friend and his Uncle.
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